Dear Geo-

We're just in the process of leaving Paris — we had a rather good meeting.

Malcolm dropped by briefly and had a chance to learn about our antibody formation. It must have been strange for him: they agree with ours and Mel stated they had recorded changes in cells (out of $10^3$) which produced $72 + 71$. He is worried about residual cell debris and that may still make antibody. There are some other technicalities.

I don't know whether these results are statistically significantly different from those, how much can be attributed to technical differences in the antibodies, the degree of relatedness, etc. It may be possible to accept both results at face value for the moment. But I would advise some caution in putting them together (especially if money is concerned).
in the exclusion of a specific problem. The clarification of what null hypotheses can be excluded; this seems to be more important than ever! Well it is your own paper but does you feel best?

I haven't written for you yet--hope to in Stockholm both to discuss your business & your travel plans for 159 to ... Yours sincerely

John.